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Explore the stars and explore space! In this classic arcade game, you travel through the galaxy in a spaceship. You've been assigned to explore the galaxy and report back to Starfleet. But first, there's something you need to do. Our mission is to get a little free playtime. You will have to dodge
asteroids, fire missiles, switch to warp drive, and collect a variety of power-ups. You've got to use your wit and your memory to win this mission. StarShip Commander Seating Positions Standing and seated play: Depending on the particular type of VR being used and the game experience, VR-
players may have the option to choose standing or sitting play. Standing positions give you more height to move around the environment and enable strafing in certain games. You have to lean forward to be in the seated position. Seated play is more comfortable and gives you a rest to relax your
neck in VR. Easiest Option: Both Seated and Standing If a player is in a seated VR headset they will have a comfortable place to sit. Often VR players will sit or stand and play using both options during their time playing in VR. They can sit down, move to a standing position, and then sit back down
to be more comfortable when they need to take a break. Worst Option: Standing Only Standing VR headset only players that do not wish to play seated will be given the option to play in a seated position. Having limited options creates challenges for standing VR-players. Not all games are suited
for a seated experience. If a player wants to play that game standing only, they will have to alternate between standing and sitting. This will limit their gaming experience to a limited area or VR experience. Player Maneuverability Options & Limits Depending on the particular type of VR being used
and the game experience, VR-players may have the option to use certain hand configurations and limits on how much travel they can make. How players move around in VR depends on the type of the Virtual Reality device being used. Sometimes VR-players may need to travel a bit faster than
other VR-players, but remember that it all depends on the type of device and how comfortable they are with the VR experience. Easiest Option: Hand Configuration If a player has a second hand that they can point at an object, track it and hover, that will give the player a lot of extra control in VR.
Sometimes a player will be given an option

Blight Features Key:
Expanding maps and campaigns
High quality simulations of the Roman Empire
Enemy ranked to help learn the laws of war
Various game modes
A clear tutorial for playing
Awesome 3D graphics based on the phone game
Various settings
Built in cut scenes, victory podiums etc
Over 500 different units
Special units, pillagers, batallions, and reserve
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